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Preface

Practice Makes Perfect: Basic Portuguese is designed as a useful workbook, reference, and revision
guide to the essentials of basic Portuguese. It covers a wide range of grammatical topics—all at a
beginner’s level—and includes a solid introduction to verbs in the present tense. Grammar topics are
introduced mainly in table form, with a list of general usage points, plus extensive coverage by
illustrative examples. This is one of the many strengths of this book: Learners get the chance to see
each and every grammar point contextualized in a sentence before they try out the exercises
themselves. Additionally, learners are exposed to more than 1,000 vocabulary items and expressions,
introduced thematically throughout the book, and reinforced in exercises from one chapter to the nex
This book is ideal for all beginners, from high school through college, and independent students. I
works well as a companion text to other course books and is useful for teachers who wish to guide
their students to extra review and activities based around the grammar they are covering in class. It
can be followed sequentially or simply dipped into at will.
Although the main focus on the language is that used in continental Portugal, Brazilian differences
in grammar and vocabulary are highlighted throughout, with the opportunity to use these in the
exercises. Spellings conform to the Portuguese Spelling Reform agreed on in 1990 and now generally
accepted into the language of Lusophone (Portuguese-speaking) countries around the world.
The structure of each chapter is as follows:
Presentation of the grammar point in table and note form
List of common, basic uses
Example sentences illustrating each usage
Exercises addressing the chapter’s grammar topic (At least one activity here will use
vocabulary from previous chapters as well.)
Themed vocabulary box with up to 20 new words per chapter
Further exercises, this time using new vocabulary and including translation activities
Answer key
An English-Portuguese glossary

Abbreviations used in this book

Portuguese is a vitally-important world language, listed invariably as the fifth or sixth most-spoke
language in the world. It is also a wonderfully vibrant, melodic, and colorful language, spoken in
Europe, Latin America, Africa, and the East. Enjoy your studies of it, and once you have mastered the
basics, take your learning further—both you and Portuguese deserve it!
Good Luck! Boa Sorte!
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•1•
Subject pronouns • Family
Subject pronouns
Subject pronouns are the words I, he, she, etc., that we use with a verb (an action word) to show who
carrying out the action.

Uses
Personal pronouns can take the place of nouns, to avoid repeating who (proper names) or what
(things) is “in charge” of the verb.
The word for it in Portuguese can be masculine or feminine, depending on the gender (sex) of
the item concerned (see also Chapters 16–18).
The plural they can also be masculine or feminine; for a mixed group (for example, six men
and four ladies), the masculine always takes precedence.
It is not always necessary in Portuguese to use a subject pronoun, as often the ending of the
verb will also tell you who is carrying out the action.
Pronouns can add emphasis to a sentence: “He stole it, not me!”

Translating you
There are a few ways to address someone as you:

Interesting titles—higher-level formality

For anyone with a university degree and for medical doctors, use o senhor Doutor/a senhora Doutor
(note the capitalization). Many other professions of certain stature assume professional titles, with or
without the addition of Doutor: o (senhor) Engenheiro/a senhora Engenheira (engineer); o
(senhor) Arquiteto/a (senhora) Arquiteta (architect); o (senhor) Professor/a (senhora) Professor
(teacher). Use this format also with people such as directors and diplomatic personnel. These are also
used literally to mean “the engineer, teacher,” etc., when not directly addressing the people concerned
To add weight to the formality, use a progression of titles, for example, o senhor Doutor
Advogado (lawyer). For people in positions of elevated status in public life—mayors, councillors,
deputies—use Vossa Excelência (Your excellency).

Examples

ATIVIDADE
1•1
Translate the following personal pronouns into English.

ATIVIDADE
1•2
Insert the correct pronoun / form of address into the sentences, to match the Portuguese sentence to the English.

VOCABULÁRIO

A família (The Family)

ATIVIDADE
1•3
Choose the correct pronoun / form of address in each sentence, to match the Portuguese sentence to the English.

ATIVIDADE
1•4
Test yourself: What are the corresponding Portuguese pronouns?

•2•
Ser (to be) • Professions
Ser

There are two verbs in Portuguese both meaning “to be” (I am, you are, etc.). In this chapter we’ll loo
at the first one, ser, used mainly for permanent situations.

Uses

Remember to choose the correct form for “you” (singular or plural) depending on your
familiarity with the person concerned.
The plural form vós is rarely used; for plural “you,” use vocês, os senhores / as senhoras.
“It” is the same form of the verb as “he/she.”
It is perfectly acceptable to use the form of the verb without the personal pronoun: sou means
“I am,” and cannot mean anything else. However, é can mean “he/she / it is, you are,” and
therefore the addition of the pronoun avoids confusion.
To make the verb negative (I am not...), put the word não before the verb.
To form a question (Is he …?), put a question mark at the end of the sentence and raise the tone
of your voice in a questioning way.

When to use ser
nationalities
professions
marital status
origins of people / things
possession
time, days, dates
what something is made from
geographical location
permanent characteristics
inherent (non-changing) characteristics
permanent nature

impersonal expressions
climate / permanent weather
passive sentences

Examples

ATIVIDADE
2•1
Write the correct form of the verb ser for each pronoun.

ATIVIDADE
2•2
Complete these sentences with the correct forms of ser, to match the Portuguese sentence to the English.

VOCABULÁRIO

As profissões (Professions)

ATIVIDADE
2•3
Translate the following sentences into English.

1. Eles são médicos.

2. O apartamento é moderno.
3. Você não é casado.
4. Nós somos colegas.
5. As senhoras (You) são de Washington?
6. Eu sou professor.
7. O meu dentista é brasileiro.
8. Hoje é 15 de dezembro.
9. Paris não é em Portugal.
10. São os primos do José.

ATIVIDADE
2•4
Translate the following sentences into Portuguese.

1. Are you (pl., very pol.) from Kansas?
2. You (sing., fam.) are a receptionist.
3. We are not friends.
4. They (f.) are lawyers.
5. The ball is made of plastic.
6. It’s fantastic!
7. The fruit is from Brazil.
8. This is not a bag.
9. I am a city planner.
10. Are they (m.) farmers?

•3•
Estar (to be) • Moods / emotions
Estar

The second verb meaning “to be” in Portuguese is estar, used mostly to denote temporary situations.

When to use estar
temporary place or position
description of temporary / changeable states and characteristics
temporary feelings, emotions
temporary illness
as a greeting
weather (but not permanent climate features)
with com (with) + a noun (e.g., to be with hunger) to replace ter (to have) + a noun (e.g., to
have hunger)

Examples

ATIVIDADE
3•1
Write the correct form of the verb estar for each pronoun.

ATIVIDADE
3•2
Complete these sentences with the correct form of the verb estar, to match the Portuguese sentence to the English.

VOCABULÁRIO

Disposições e emoções (Moods and emotions)

VOCABULÁRIO

Expressions with estar (to be)

ATIVIDADE
3•3
Translate the following sentences into English.

1. O senhor (You) está no banco.

2. Os livros estão na bolsa.
3. Está frio em Londres?
4. Tu não estás interessado.
5. As portas (doors) estão abertas (open).
6. Você está bem?
7. Os senhores (You) estão com muito calor.
8. Elas não estão surpreendidas.
9. A senhora (You) não está satisfeita?
10. Nós estamos tristes.

Estar + a + verb (to be … -ing)
Use this structure to describe an action that is going on right now, or that has some long-term
continuity to it. The “action” verb after a is in the infinitive form—you do not need to change its
endings.

To be … -ing in Brazilian Portuguese
In Brazil, the construction is slightly different:
part of estar + verb ending in -ando (-ar verbs)
-endo (-er verbs)
-indo (-ir verbs)

(For more on the different verb groups, see Chapters 4, 5, and 8.)

ATIVIDADE
3•4

Translate the following sentences into Portuguese. Use the correct form of the verb estar plus the verb given in parentheses. You ca
use either the European or Brazilian structure.

1. You (m., very pol.) are reading (ler).
2. Are you (f., very pol.) studying (estudar) English?
3. You (pl.) are not working (trabalhar).
4. It is raining (chover).
5. I am not eating (comer) the soup.
6. You (pl.) are visiting (visitar) Brazil.
7. They (f.) are going up (subir) the stairs (as escadas).
8. You (fam.) are not departing (partir) today.
9. Are you (f., pl., very pol.) making (fazer) a cake?
10. Is he drinking (beber) wine (vinho)?
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